spaces are examined to characterize those which are cartesian-closed, that is, have an exponential law Z XxY = (Z x ) γ , especially where the exponential spaces are defined in a natural way using topologies of uniform convergence on the hom-sets C(X, Y). The main result implies that if the coreflective hull of a class is cartesian-closed in this way, then that class must be a subclass of either the pseudocompact spaces or the ^-discrete spaces. Hence, the most important examples of such subcategories are contained in the pseudocompactlygenerated class of spaces. Other equivalent conditions, involving finite productivity and fine uniform structures, are given for these subcategories.
I would like to thank Professor A. W. Hager of Wesley an University for his help and encouragement in the preparation of this paper. 1* Background* The reader is referred to [8] , [9] , [12] , and [13] for the material in this section. All subcategories are assumed to be full, isomorphism-closed, and to contain a nonempty space. x X (i is the identity map on X.)
Any topological category, such as the category of Tychonoff spaces (Tych) and its coreflective subcategories, is cartesian-closed if and only if its product preserves sums and quotients, by a theorem of Herrlich in [8] . The product in Tych preserves sums, but not quotients, so Tych is not cartesian-closed. A more explicit reason for this is given by Arens in [1] : if X is a Tychonoff space for which there is a weakest topology on C(X, [0, 1] ) making the evaluation map e: X x C(X, [0, 1]) -* [0, 1] continuous, then X must be locally compact. Now if ^ is a coreflective subcategory of Tych, then it has finite products, denoted by X(x) Y. These are the coreflections of the usual topological products X x Y. Again, the products X(x) Y preserve sums.
Let C(X, Y) be the set of continuous maps from X into Y. It is easy to verify that, in a cartesian-closed coreflective subcategory of Tych, each exponential space Y x must have the same cardinality as C(X, Y). Therefore, one may assume without loss of generality that the underlying set of Y x is C(X, Y) and that the map e x : Y x (g). X-+ Y is the ordinary evaluation map e z (f,
If Sf is a subfamily of Tych, let co(S^) denote its coreflective hull in Tych, consisting of all quotients of sums of members of Sf. DEFINITION 
(i ) For J, 7e
Tych let τC{X, Y) be the function space equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on X with respect to the fine uniformity on Y.
(ii) If Sf is a family of Tychonoff spaces, let τ*C(X, Y) be the function space equipped with the topology protectively generated by all functions /defined as follows: given SeS^ and a continuous map f:S-*X, define /: For leg 7 , an argument similar to the one given in Lemma 1 to show that the evaluation map is continuous may be used here to show that e: cτ^C(X 9 F) 0 X-> Fis continuous. Hence cτ^C(X, F) is finer than Y x for all X, Fe<gf. It should be stressed that the topology τ^ depends on the generating family S^ so that the upper bound for Y x in Lemma 2 is sharper for smaller families S^. 
LEMMA 3. Lei c: Tych-^^ be a cartesian-closed coreflection. If SeSζ and T is a continuous image of S, then cTeSζ.
In particular, £ζ is quotient-invariant.
Proof. Let /: S -> T be a continuous map onto T. Then f: S-> cT is continuous. Let Fe^. Since ^ is cartesian-closed, the natural map /: Y cT -* F 5 is continuous, and F* = cτC(S, F) since S e ^?. Let F be a fine uniform neighborhood of the diagonal in F.
For h e Y cT , it suffices to show that the set
. Now the set We will show that the class ^ is also finitely productive in Tych.
If Ie Tΐ/efo, let αJ be the (topologically) fine uniform space associated with X. Proof. We first show that if S, TeS* and Ze%? and if /: S(g)T->Z is continuous, then /: aS x aT -»aZ is uniformly continuous.
To do this, it suffices to show that the families {//. yeT} and {f x : xeS} are equi-uniform on aS and aT y respectively, where f y {x) = Λ(3/) = /(»> 3/) Clearly, the functions f y and / β are uniformly continuous on aS and aT since they are the restrictions of / to the subspaces S x {y} and {x} x Γ of S (x) Γ.
The family {f y :ye T) will be equi-uniform on the fine space aS if it is equi-continuous at each point of S, by Theorem 38, Chapter 3 of [10] . So, let x Q eS and let V be a uniform neighborhood of the diagonal for aZ. The function /: S -> Z τ is continuous. Let U be the basic neighborhood of f(x 0 ) in J^ associated with V:
eWyeT}.
Then f~\U) = {xeS: (f y (x), f y (Xo))β VVye T} f and this set is a neighborhood of x Q by continuity of /. It follows that {//. ye T) is equicontinuous at x 0 . Hence, the family is equi-uniform on aS.
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By symmetry of the product S(x)T, it follows that {f x :xeS} is equi-uniform on aT. Therefore, f aSx aT->aZ is uniformly continuous.
For (i), we simply note that if S,TeS*, ZeTych, and if /: Sx T-+Z is continuous, then /: S® T'-• cZ is continuous, so it follows from the argument above that f:aSxaT-+ acZ is uniformly continuous. Therefore, aS x aT is topologically fine.
It also follows from the argument above that S(x) T = S x T for S,Te<9ζ
For (ii), we use a result of Hager ([7] ) and Noble ([15] ): if aX xα7is topologically fine, then the projections from the topological product X x Y onto X and Y are both z-closed. For S, TeS^τ, we know that S x T = S®T, and aS x aT is fine by (i), so the projections from S (x) T onto S and T are ^-closed.
For ( 
(s, t) est{f{s, t), & ) V(s, t ) e S x T } .
Let ^ = F(f) and let F^ be the basic neighborhood of g in ΨIT, SO V, = {i 6 (FT: i(*) e 8ί(flr(ί), ^) Vί e Γ} .
Let U g{t) be the basic neighborhood of g(t) from the cover ^S 9 so Proof. Suppose £f contains a nondiscrete space X. By Theorem 1, aX x aX is fine. By a result of Isbell (Theorem 32, Chapter 7 of [10] ), this implies that there exists /c ^ fc$o such that XeS^{tc). Now if YeS^ and YΦ X, then aX x aY is fine, so by the same theorem in [10] , Ye^(tc) also. Therefore £f £ £^{κ). Now suppose that S? is map-invariant, and suppose that there exists a nonpseudocompact space Je^ By the first part, either X is discrete or there exists Λ: > 5rt 0 such that XeS^(tc).
In either case, X admits y$ 0 Also, X is infinite, so the countable discrete space N is a continuous image of X. Since Sf is map-invariant, N and all other countable spaces belong to S^. However, if JV* is the one-point compactification of N, then the projection π: N x N* -> i NΓ* is not 2-closed, and this contradicts Theorem 1 (ii). Therefore
The only possibilities for a subcategory ^ satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are the subcategories of either the pseudocompactly-generated spaces or the fc$ 0 -discrete spaces.
We now consider sufficient conditions for cartesian-closedness. 
We will show that X -f~\U) is closed, using the following composition of maps:
(jr f 3 d
Here G f , the graph of /, is the map (x, s) H^ (S, f(x, «)); the map j" is the product of /(a? 0 ) with the identity map on Y. Let F be the above composition. Since all maps involved are continuous, so is F. Also, X-f-\U) = TΓjCF-'tfl, oo))). Now F-\[l, oo)) is a zero set in X, so its projection onto X is closed if Xe^t by assumption. So,
s is continuous. In general, for Xe^, there exists a subfamily {T a } of Sf and a quotient map q: ΣT a -+ X. Let iϊ be the composition:
where i is the natural bijection and i is the identity map on S. Then H is continuous. Let iϊ α be the restriction of H to Γ β ® S. Then ίί α : Γ α (x) S -> F is continuous, so by the first part, the associated map H a : T a -> F^ is continuous. Taking sums, the map ΣH a : ΣT a -> Y s is continuous, and it is not hard to verify that ΣH afoq. Therefore / is continuous since q is a quotient map.
We now summarize these results. Suppose Sf satisfies (d) or (e). If co {S^) = £2, then clearly &f is cartesian-closed, so (a) holds. Otherwise, 6^ £ ^(fc) for some ιc. ^ V^o, and if X, Ye SΊ then X x Ye £? (&) .. This implies that the uniform product aX xαΓ is topologically fine, by a result in Chapter 7 of [10] . Then, by a result in [7] [4] .) It is easy to see that ^" is finitely productive; in fact, ^~ is productive by a result of Noble in [14] . In any event, co{J?~) is cartesian-closed.
(2) If co{£^) is cartesian-closed and £f £ <5^(V$o)> it does not follow that Sf Q J^~. In [5] a space X is constructed so that its finite, but not infinite, powers are pseudocompact. If £f is the set of all finite powers of X, then co (&*) is cartesian-closed. Becausê~ is productive, &* Π Jf = 0. (This space X is similar to spaces constructed in [2] ; all are subspaces of βN.) (3) Let tc be an uncountable regular cardinal. Let 3ίΓ{κ) be the collection of all spaces which are /c-compact (every open cover has a subcover of power less than tc) and /^-discrete for all μ < tc. Then 3ίΓ{jz) Q <9*{κ), and ^Γ(tc) is finitely productive, so its coreflective hull is cartesian-closed. Proof. If & Φ 3ί, then by Theorem 4 there exists tc ^ ^0 such that ^ £ S^(fc). This is impossible since ^ contains all discrete spaces, but no discrete space of power K or greater belongs to S^(tc).
We conclude with some problems which appear to be unsettled: (1) Is co (£^(κ)) cartesian-closed for any tc ^ ^0? For a = ^0, the class ^(fc$ 0 ) is not finitely productive: there exists a pseudocompact space X such that X x X is not pseudocompact. (This example is due to Novak in [16] , and it also appears in Chapter 9 of [6] .) Therefore, if co (^ (^0) The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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